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Foreword by the Publisher 
WE LIVE IN AN AGE OF mass confusion in which the political 
landscape of countries around the world is changing at a rapid 

pace. It is an era in which nations are unilaterally deciding to 

invade sovereign, free countries under the pretext of ‘liberation’, 
‘freedom’ and putting an end to ‘state-sponsored terrorism’ – an 

act which “they” refer to as ‘pre-emptive strikes’. It is also a time 

in which countries are actively and whole-heartedly engaged in 
the greatest crimes against humanity which can be classified as 

nothing other than genocide and the enactment of their own 

state-sponsored holocaust by subjugating those whose land they 
occupy and enacting fear on their neighbors who want nothing 

other than to live in peace and harmony. 

In such times of peril and strife, it becomes incumbent upon 
everyone, however the Muslim in particular, to understand the 

global political maneuvers, rhetoric used to mislead the 

innocent people and the tactics employed to oppress the 
downtrodden peoples of the world – regardless of their color or 

religion - and to have a comprehensive awareness of the various 

political theories and ideologies present. This will help in being 
able to better analyze and understand the various theories, see 

which one truly offers ‘freedom’ to the masses and help alleviate 

the present predicament which a majority of the countries of 
the world – particularly the ‘Muslim’ countries - are facing. In 

addition, from the point of view of the Islamic teachings of the 
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QurÞ{n and Sunnah, it is incumbent that the Muslim 

understands the role which ‘religion’ plays in ‘politics’.  

Indeed, in the Islamic world-view, there is no difference between 

‘religion’ and ‘politics’ as one of the roles of ‘politics’ or 

‘government’ was to grant humanity the freedom to worship 
their Lord in the way in which He wants them to submit to 

Him i.  

However, it must be kept in mind that the ‘submission’ to 
All{h i is not limited to the daily rituals such as prayers (‚al{t), 
fasting (‚awm), pilgrimage (ƒajj) and other such actions. Rather 
and more importantly, it extends to rules of social engagement, 
economic policy and covers the entire life of the human being – 

from birth to death – and in all areas of life. 

Once we understand the reason for the creation of the human 
being and why he was placed on this Earth, which is beautifully 

illustrated in the Noble QurÞ{n, we can then begin to 

understand the reason why All{h i appointed prophets to 
humanity, just as He i clearly tells us:  

]<^ÿßłnÿÃÿe< ł‚şÏşÖÿæ<�áş_< ğ÷çŁ‰ÿ…< žíĆÚ₣_< ñØ₣Ò< êŽÊ<]łÂ{ş�]< ]æŁ‚Łf<
ÿlç₣Æ^)ŞÖ]<]çŁfŽßÿjłq]ÿæJJJ [< <

“Indeed We raised an apostle in every nation [to 

preach:] ‘Worship All{h, and keep away from the 

despot...’”1 

Thus, how can we keep away from the despots, tyrants, 

oppressors and dictators if there is no land on the Earth which 

is ruled by the righteous people of All{h i? Where would the 
downtrodden people of the Earth – regardless of their ‘religion’  

                                                 
1 S}rat al-Naƒl (16), Verse 36 
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– flee to in times of peril and strife and in whom could they 

take refuge? 

Indeed, this is exactly what the founder of the Isl{mic Republic 

of Iran and the Supreme Leader of the Muslim Ummah and the 

guide for all of the oppressed and downtrodden peoples of the 
Earth, the late Àyatull{ƒ al-ÝU…m{ al-Í{jj as-Sayyid Ruƒ}ll{h al-

M}saw| al-Khumayn| � alluded to in his work, Islamic 
Government, where he stated: 

“The most Noble Messenger � headed the executive 

and administrative institutions of Muslim society. In 

addition to conveying the revelation and expounding 
and interpreting the articles of faith and the ordinances 

and institutions of Isl{m, he undertook the 

implementation of law and the establishment of the 
ordinances of Isl{m, thereby, bringing into being the 

Isl{mic state. He did not content himself with the 

promulgation of law; rather, he implemented it at the 
same time, cutting off hands and administering 

lashings, and stonings.  

After the most Noble Messenger �, his successor had 
the same duty and function.  

When the Prophet � appointed a successor, it was not 

only for the purpose of expounding articles of faith and 
law; it was for the implementation of law and the 

execution of All{h’s ordinances. It was this function – 

the execution of law and the establishment of Isl{mic 
institutions – that made the appointment of a successor 

such an important matter that the Prophet � would 

have failed to fulfill his mission if he had neglected it!  
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For after the Prophet �, the Muslims still needed 

someone to execute laws and establish the institution of 
Isl{m in society, so that they might attain happiness in 

this world and the hereafter. 

By their nature, in fact, laws and social institutions 
require the existence of an executor. It has always and 

everywhere been the case that legislation alone has little 

benefit: legislation by itself cannot assure the well-being 
of mankind.  

After the establishment of legislation, an executive 

power must come into being, a power that implements 
the laws and the verdicts given by the courts, thus 

allowing people to benefit from the laws and the just 

sentences the courts deliver. Isl{m has therefore 
established an executive power in the same way that it 

has brought laws into being. The person who holds this 

executive power is known as the Wal|ul Amr.2 

The sunnah3 and path of the Prophet � constitute a 

proof of the necessity for establishing government.  

First, he himself established a government, as history 
testifies. He engaged in the implementation of laws, the 

establishment of the ordinances of Isl{m, and the 

administration of society. He sent out governors to 
different regions; both sat in judgment himself and also 

appointed judges; dispatched emissaries to foreign 
                                                 
2 Lit. “the one who holds authority,” a term derived from the Noble QurÞ{n, 
4:59: “O you who believe! Obey God, and obey the Messenger and the 
holders of authority (ūli ’l-amr) from among you.” For commentary of this 
verse, see Mīr Aƒmad ÝAl|, The Noble QurÞ{n (NY: Tahrike Tarsile QurÞan, 
1988). 

3 The practice of the Prophet, accepted by Muslims as the norm and ideal for 
all human behavior. 
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states, tribal chieftains, and kings; concluded treaties 

and pacts; and took command in battle. In short, he 
fulfilled all the functions of government.  

Second, he designated a ruler to succeed him, in 

accordance with Divine command.  

If All{h Almighty, through the Prophet �, designated 

a man who was to rule over Muslim society after him, 

this is in itself an indication that government remains a 
necessity after the departure of the Prophet from this 

world.  

Again, since the most Noble Messenger � promulgated 
the divine command through his act of appointing a 

successor, he also, implicitly stated the necessity for 

establishing a government. 

It is self-evident that the necessity for enactment of the 

law, which necessitated the formation of a government 

by the Prophet �, was confined or restricted to his 
time, but continues after his departure from this world.  

According to one of the noble verses of the QurÞ{n, the 

ordinances of Isl{m are not limited with respect to time 
or place; they are permanent and must be enacted until 

the end of time.4 They were not revealed merely for the 

                                                 
4 See, for example, Sūrat Ibrāhīm (14), verse 52: 

]<<<<<]ç{{₣Öłæ₣_<ÿ†)ÒĆ„{{ÿéŽÖÿæ<fi‚{{Žu]ÿæ<fiä{{şÖ�c<ÿç{{Łâ<^{{ÿÛĆÞş_<]ç{{ŁÛş×łÃÿéŽÖÿæ<Žä{{Že<]æŁ…ÿ„{{ßŁéŽÖÿæ<�Œ^{{Ćß×ŽÖ<fiÉşø{{ÿe<]ÿ„{{ÿâ
<Žh^ÿfĞÖşù][< <

“This is a proclamation for mankind so that they may be warned thereby, and 
know that He is indeed the One God, and those who possess intellect may 
take admonition.” 
 
Sūrat Yūnus (10), verse 2: 
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time of the Prophet �, only to be abandoned 

thereafter, with retribution and the penal code no 
longer be enacted, or the taxes prescribed by Isl{m no 

longer collected, and the defense of the lands and 

people of Isl{m suspended. The claim that the laws of 
Isl{m may remain in abeyance or are restricted to a 

particular time or place is contrary to the essential 

creedal bases of Isl{m! 

Since enactment of laws, then, is necessary after the 

departure of the Prophet � from this world, and 

indeed, will remain so until the end of time, the 

                                                                                                 
]<<<<<<<<<<<ÿàèŽ„{{)Ö]<ł†{ñ�ÿeÿæ<ÿŒ^{ĆßÖ]<�…Ž„{łÞş_<łáş_<łÜŁãłß{ŽÚ<DØ{{Łqÿ…<î{şÖ�c<^{ÿßłéÿułæş_<łáş_<^{⁄fÿrÿÂ<�Œ^{Ćß×ŽÖ<ÿá^{şÒş_

ÿ‚łßŽÂ<DÑł‚Ž‘<ÿÝÿ‚şÎ<łÜŁãşÖ<Ćáş_<]çŁßÿÚa<<fi°ŽfŁÚ<fi†Žu^ÿŠşÖ<]ÿ„ÿâ<Ćá�c<ÿáæŁ†ŽÊ^şÓĞÖ]<ÿÙ^şÎ<łÜ�ãñeÿ…[< <
“Does it seem odd to these people that We have revealed to a an from among 
themselves, [declaring], ‘Warn mankind, and give good news to the faithful 
that they are in good standing with their Lord’? The faithless say, ‘This is 
indeed a plain magician.’” 
 
Sūrat al-Hājj (22), verse 49: 

]<^ÿè<łØ₣Î<<fi°ŽfŁÚ<fi†èŽ„ÿÞ<łÜ₣ÓşÖ<^ÿÞş_<^ÿÛĆÞ�c<ŁŒ^ĆßÖ]<^ÿãćèş_[< <
“Say, ‘O mankind! I am only a manifest warner to you!’” 
 
Sūrat  al-Ahzāb (33), verse 40: 

]<<<<<ÿ°ñé{{ŽfĆßÖ]<ÿÜÿi^{{ÿ}ÿæ<Ž�]<ÿÙç{{Ł‰ÿ…<łà{{ŽÓşÖÿæ<łÜ₣ÓŽÖ^{{ÿq�…<łà{{ŽÚ<ž‚{{ÿuş_<^{{ÿeş_<fi‚{{ĆÛÿvŁÚ<ÿá^{{şÒ<^{{ÿÚ
<^⁄ÛéŽ×ÿÂ<žðłêÿ�<ñØ₣ÓŽe<₣�]<ÿá^şÒÿæ[< <

“Muƒammad is not the father of any man among you, but he is the Apostle of 
Allah and the Seal of the Prophets, and All{h has knowledge of all things.” 
 
and Sūrat Yā Sīn (36), verse 70: 

]<<ÿàè�†ŽÊ^şÓĞÖ]<îş×ÿÂ<ŁÙłçşÏĞÖ]<ĆÐŽvÿèÿæ<^Čéÿu<ÿá^şÒ<łàÿÚ<ÿ…Ž„łßŁéŽÖ[< <
“So that anyone who is alive may be warned, and that the word may come due 
against the faithless.” 
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formation of a government and the establishment of 

executive and administrative organs are also necessary. 
Without the formation of a government and the 

establishment of such organs to ensure that through 

enactment of the law, all activities of the individual take 
place in the framework of a just system, chaos and 

anarchy will prevail and social, intellectual and moral 

corruption will arise. The only way to prevent the 
emergence of anarchy and disorder and to protect 

society from corruption is to form a government and 

thus impart order to all the affairs of the country. 

Both reason and divine law, then, demonstrate the 

necessity in our time for what was necessary during the 

lifetime of the Prophet � and the age of the 
Commander of the Faithful, ÝAli ibn Ab| Ó{lib � -

namely the formation of a government and the 

establishment of executive and administrative organs.”5 

From this, we understand that the Prophet � and his 

successors � were not just ‘spiritual’ leaders – rather, they were 

also ‘temporal’ leaders as without ‘temporal’ leadership, it is 
impossible to enact ‘spiritual’ leadership.  

The life of the Prophet of Isl{m � while in Madinah and his 

power of authority shows that he was not only a ‘prophet’ of 
All{h i, rather, he was the ‘Khal|fah’ of All{h i - the governor 
appointed by All{h i to rule over the believers.  

Those who came after him, the twelve righteous and legitimate 
leaders � were also charged with this responsibility and even 

though it was only the first Im{m, the Commander of the 

Faithful, ÝAli ibn Ab| Ó{lib �, who was able to exercise this 

                                                 
5 Isl{mic Government: Governance of the Jurist 
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right [due to the political climate of the time], nonetheless, the 

remaining leaders of the faith � also had this responsibility 
on their shoulders which was enacted in a limit capacity 

amongst those who recognized and accepted their authority.  

Ruling by what All{h i has revealed in His revealed books is so 
important, that the Supreme Legislator has referred to this issue 

three times in one s}rah – one after the other! In these verses, 

He i has severely castigated those who rule and adjudicate by 
anything other than the revelation of the Almighty: 

�<JJJ<{{şÖ<łà{{ÿÚÿæ<<ŁÜ{{Łâ<şÔ{{ŽòşÖłæ₣̀ şÊ<₣�]<ÿÙÿ̂ {{Þş_<^{{ÿÛŽe<łÜ{{₣Ółvÿè<łÜ<
ÿáæŁ†ŽÊ^{{{{şÓĞÖ]JJJłvÿè<łÜ{{{{şÖ<łà{{{{ÿÚÿæ<₣�]<ÿÙÿ̂ {{{{Þş_<^{{{{ÿÛŽe<łÜ{{{{₣Ó
<<ŁÜ{{Łâ<şÔ{{ŽòşÖłæ₣̀ şÊ<<ÿáçŁÛŽÖ^{{)¿Ö]JJJ<<{{şÖ<łà{{ÿÚÿæ<Že<łÜ{{₣Ółvÿè<łÜ<{{{{{<^ÿÛ

₣�]<ÿÙÿ̂ Þş_şÊ<{{{ŁÜŁâ<şÔŽòşÖłæ₣̀<ÿáç₣ÏŽ‰^şËĞÖ]<�< <
“ ... Those who do not judge by what All{h has sent 

down, it is they who are the faithlessfaithlessfaithlessfaithless ... Those who do 

not judge by what All{h has sent down, it is they who 
are the wrongdoerswrongdoerswrongdoerswrongdoers ... Those who do not judge by what 

All{h has sent down, it is they who are the 

transgressorstransgressorstransgressorstransgressors.” 

Thus, with the great importance that the issue of leadership and 

governance plays in Isl{m, especially in today’s political climate 

in which many non-Muslims have launched calculated assaults 
against the teachings of Isl{m and in which an increasing 

number of ‘Muslims’ are claiming to speak for ‘Moderate 

Muslims’ or ‘Moderate Islam’ and are seeking to label and 
portray those Muslims who wish to follow the QurÞ{n and 

Sunnah as ‘fundamentalists’, it is of the utmost importance to 
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understand the Isl{mic mode of governance which is based 

directly on the QurÞ{n and the Sunnah of the Prophet 
Muƒammad � – what is referred to as ‘Wil{yatul Faq|h’ or the 
‘Governance of the Jurist’.  

This short treatise is not meant to be an exhaustive look at this 
very important topic. It is merely an introduction to the 

‘Governance of the Jurist’ and certain aspects related to his 

leadership and thus, we present this short work to the readers 
with the hopes that others who are more educated on this topic 

expend their energies to look at the ‘Governance of the Jurist’ 

from an even greater angle and with much more in-depth 
insight from the QurÞ{n, Sunnah and the history of Isl{m. 

  � � � 

With there being very few books on this topic in the English 
language, it gives the Islamic Publishing House great pleasure to 

present this short tract on ‘The Governance of the Jurist.’ 

This work is an extract from the work, On the Shore of 
Contemplation, written in Farsi by Akbar Asad Al| Zadeh 
under the guidance of the well-known scholar and researcher, 

Àyatull{h Shaykh JaÝfar Subƒ{n| [www.imamsadeq.org] – the 
founder and rector of the Im{m as-ª{diq � Research Institute 

based in Qum, Ir{n.  

The entire work, On the Shore of Contemplation, features a 
series of questions and answers on the following topics: 

1. All{h i and various issues in regards to the Creator; 

2. The creation of the Jinn; 

3. The necessity of following a religion; 

4. The necessity of following Isl{m; 
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5. The intellect of the human being and how it can reach to 

completion; 

6. Logical proofs for the infallibility of the AÞimmah; 

7. The reason behind the occultation of Im{m al-Zam{n; 

8. Governance of the Jurist (the present work); 

9. The physical resurrection of human beings after being 

decomposed and consumed by animals; 

10. Nahj al-Bal{gha and women. 

The book which you are currently holding is merely the first 

series of selected questions and answers to be published in 

Englisyh.  

After feedback form the readership, and the assistance of All{h 

i, we hope to have the other chapters of this work translated 

and published in the form of individual booklets, Insha-All{h. 

Due to various reasons, all installments in this series will be 

made available via www.iph.cawww.iph.cawww.iph.cawww.iph.ca and www.alwww.alwww.alwww.al----mubin.orgmubin.orgmubin.orgmubin.org. Those 

wishing to publish this series in print format are requested to 
contact the publishers for permission.  

 

All praise belongs to All{h - only the mistakes are mine 
Islamic Publishing House 

www.iph.ca 



Foreword  
By Ayatull{h Shaykh M|rz{ Ja˜far Sub¡{n| 

THE ASKING OF QUESTIONS and giving of their answers – as a 

pretext to guiding others – is one of the methods which the 
QurÞ{n has placed a great emphasis upon. Indeed, human 

society has been invited to approach the scholars and those 

aware of their cultural surroundings to ask them questions in 
order to overcome their ignorance, just as we read:  

]<<ÿáçŁÛş×łÃÿi<ş÷<łÜŁjłß₣Ò<łá�c<�†ĞÒflŽ„Ö]<ÿØłâş_<]ç₣×ÿòł‰^şÊ[< <
“So then ask those of the Reminder if you do not know.”6 

The QurÞ{n has not sufficed with this ruling of the people 

asking [and waiting for their answer from their scholars] and 
thus, we see that in some of the questions posed at the time of 

the message [revelation of the QurÞ{n], the answers were clearly 

delivered to the people [by the Prophet of Islam � himself]. 
Such verses in the QurÞ{n are noted by the word ‘ÔÞçÖ`Šè’ or 
‘They ask you (O’ Muƒammad!)’ – and this phrase has been 

used fifteen times7 in various chapters of the QurÞ{n. 

                                                 
6 S}rat al-Naƒl (16), Verse 43 
7 The phrase is seen in the following verses: 
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]<<]çŁiĞ̀ {{ÿi<łáş̀ {{Že<ć†{{ŽfĞÖ]<ÿ‹łé{{şÖÿæ<ñs{{ÿvĞÖ]ÿæ<�Œ^{{Ćß×ŽÖ<Łk{{éŽÎ]ÿçÿÚ<ÿê{{Žâ<łØ{{₣Î<Ží{{)×Žâşù]<łà{{ÿÂ<şÔÿÞç₣Öş̀ {{łŠÿè

ŽfĞÖ]<ĆàŽÓşÖÿæ<^ÿâ�…çŁã₣¾<łàŽÚ<ÿlçŁéŁfĞÖ]<ÿä)×Ö]<]ç₣ÏĆi]ÿæ<^ÿãŽe]ÿçłeş_<łàŽÚ<ÿlçŁéŁfĞÖ]<]çŁiĞ_ÿæ<îşÏĆi]<łàÿÚ<Ć†
ÿáçŁvŽ×ĞËŁi<łÜ₣Ó)×ÿÃşÖ[< <

“They question you concerning the new moons. Say, ‘They are timekeeping 
signs for the people and [for the sake of] hajj.’ It is not piety that you come 
into houses from their rear; rather piety is [personified by] one who is 
Godwary, and come into houses from their doors, and be wary of God, so that 
you may be felicitous.” (2:189) 
 

]<ÿ‚{ŽÖ]ÿçĞ×Ž×şÊ<D†łéÿ}<łàŽÚ<łÜŁjĞÏşËÞş_<^ÿÚ<łØ₣Î<ÿáç₣ÏŽËßŁè<]ÿƒ^ÿÚ<şÔÿÞç₣Öş̀ łŠÿè<<<îÿÚ^{ÿjÿéĞÖ]ÿæ<ÿ°Žeÿ†{ĞÎşù]ÿæ<�àłè
fiÜéŽ×ÿÂ<ŽäŽe<ÿä)×Ö]<Ćá�dşÊ<D†łéÿ}<łàŽÚ<]ç₣×ÿÃĞËÿi<^ÿÚÿæ<�ØéŽfĆŠÖ]<�àłe]ÿæ<�°ŽÒ^ÿŠÿÛĞÖ]ÿæ[< <

“They ask you as to what they should spend. Say, ‘Whatever wealth you spend, 
let it be for parents, relatives, orphans, the needy, and the traveller.’ And 
whatever good that you may do, God indeed knows it.” (2:215) 
 

]<<<<<<<<<<<<�ØéŽf{ÿ‰<łà{ÿÂ<č‚{ÿ‘ÿæ<fi�Žf{şÒ<Žä{éŽÊ<fiÙ^{ÿjŽÎ<łØ{₣Î<Žä{éŽÊ<DÙ^{ÿjŽÎ<�Ý]ÿ†{ÿvĞÖ]<�†łã{Ć�Ö]<łàÿÂ<şÔÿÞç₣Öş̀ łŠÿè
łâş_<Łt]ÿ†{{ł}�cÿæ<�Ý]ÿ†{{ÿvĞÖ]<Ž‚Žr{{łŠÿÛĞÖ]ÿæ<Žä{{Že<fi†{{ĞË₣Òÿæ<Žä{{)×Ö]<₣í{{ÿßłjŽËĞÖ]ÿæ<Žä{{)×Ö]<ÿ‚{{łßŽÂ<Ł†{{ÿfĞÒş_<Łä{{łßŽÚ<Žä{{Ž×

<<łá�c<łÜ₣ÓŽß{{{èŽ�<łà{{{ÿÂ<łÜ₣Òæć�Ł†{{{ÿè<î{{{Ćjÿu<łÜ₣ÓÿÞç₣×Ži^{{{şÏŁè<ÿáç{{{₣Ö]ÿ̂ ÿè<ş÷ÿæ<�Ø{{{łjşÏĞÖ]<łà{{{ŽÚ<Ł†{{{ÿfĞÒş_
<<<<<<<<łk{{şŞŽfÿu<şÔ{ŽòşÖłæ₣̀ şÊ<fi†ŽÊ^{{şÒ<ÿç{Łâÿæ<łk{ŁÛÿéşÊ<Žä{{ŽßèŽ�<łà{ÿÂ<łÜ₣Ółß{ŽÚ<ł�Ž‚{{ÿił†ÿè<łà{ÿÚÿæ<]çŁÂ^şŞÿj{ł‰]

₣Ö^ÿÛłÂş_ÿáæŁ‚ŽÖ^ÿ}<^ÿãéŽÊ<łÜŁâ<�…^ĆßÖ]<Łh^ÿvł‘ş_<şÔŽòşÖłæ₣_ÿæ<Žìÿ†Ž}û]ÿæ<^ÿéłÞć‚Ö]<êŽÊ<łÜŁã[< <
“They ask you concerning warfare in the holy month. Say, ‘It is an outrageous 
thing to fight in it, but to keep [people] from God’s way, and to be unfaithful 
to Him, and [to keep people from] the Holy Mosque, and to expel its people 
from it are more outrageous with God. And faithlessness is graver than 
killing. And they will not cease fighting you  until they turn you away from 
your religion, if they can. And whoever of you turns away from his religion 
and dies faithless —they are the ones whose works have failed in this world 
and the Hereafter. They shall be the inmates of the Fire, and they shall remain 
in it [forever].” (2:217) 
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]<{ŽŠłéÿÛĞÖ]ÿæ<�†łÛÿ~ĞÖ]<łàÿÂ<şÔÿÞç₣Öş̀ łŠÿè<<<<<<<<^{ÿÛŁãŁÛłm�cÿæ<�Œ^{Ćß×ŽÖ<ŁÄŽÊ^{ÿßÿÚÿæ<fi�Žf{şÒ<fiÜ{łm�c<^{ÿÛ�ãéŽÊ<łØ{₣Î<�†

<<<<<<<<<<łÜ{₣ÓşÖ<Łä{)×Ö]<Łàñé{ÿfŁè<şÔŽÖÿ„{şÒ<ÿç{ĞËÿÃĞÖ]<łØ{₣Î<ÿáç{₣ÏŽËßŁè<]ÿƒ^{ÿÚ<şÔÿÞç₣Öş̀ {łŠÿèÿæ<^ÿÛ�ãŽÃĞËÿÞ<łàŽÚ<Ł†ÿfĞÒş_
ÿáæŁ†)ÓşËÿjÿi<łÜ₣Ó)×ÿÃşÖ<Žl^ÿèû][< <

“They ask you concerning wine and gambling. Say, ‘There is a great sin in 
both of them, and some profits for the people, but their sinfulness outweighs 
their profit.’ And they ask you as to what they should spend. Say, ‘All that is 
surplus.’ Thus does God clarify His signs for you so that you may reflect.” 
(2:219) 
 

]<<<<<<<<<łá�cÿæ<fi†{{{łéÿ}<łÜ{{{ŁãşÖ<fi|şø{{{ł‘�c<łØ{{{₣Î<îÿÚ^{{{ÿjÿéĞÖ]<łà{{{ÿÂ<şÔÿÞç₣Öş̀ {{{łŠÿèÿæ<Žìÿ†{{{Ž}û]ÿæ<^ÿéłÞć‚{{{Ö]<ê{{{ŽÊ
<<<<<<<<<Łä{{{)×Ö]<ÿð^{{{ÿ�<łç{{{şÖÿæ<�xŽ×{{{ł’ŁÛĞÖ]<łà{{{ŽÚ<ÿ‚{{{ŽŠĞËŁÛĞÖ]<ŁÜ{{{ş×łÃÿè<Łä{{{)×Ö]ÿæ<łÜ₣ÓŁÞ]ÿçł}�d{{{şÊ<łÜŁâç₣ŞŽÖ^{{{ÿ~Łi

ÿu<fî è�̂ ÿÂ<ÿä)×Ö]<Ćá�c<łÜ₣ÓÿjÿßłÂş̀ şÖfiÜéŽÓ[< <
“^about the world and the Hereafter. And they ask you concerning the 
orphans. Say, ‘It is better to set right their affairs, and if you intermingle with 
them, then they are your brothers: God knows the one who causes corruption 
from the one who brings about reform, and had God wished He would have 
put you to hardship.’ Indeed God is all-mighty, all-wise.” (2:220) 
 

]<<<<<<<<ş÷ÿæ<�̃ é{{ŽvÿÛĞÖ]<ê{{ŽÊ<ÿð^{{ÿŠñßÖ]<]ç₣Ö�̂ ÿjłÂ^{{şÊ<ï⁄ƒş_<ÿç{{Łâ<łØ{{₣Î<�̃ é{{ŽvÿÛĞÖ]<łà{{ÿÂ<şÔÿÞç₣Öş̀ {{łŠÿèÿæ
<<<ÿi<]ÿƒ�d{{şÊ<ÿáł†{ŁãĞŞÿè<î{Ćjÿu<ĆàŁâç{Łeÿ†ĞÏÿi<<<<<<ÿä{{)×Ö]<Ćá�c<Łä{)×Ö]<łÜ₣Òÿ†{ÿÚş_<Ło{{łéÿu<łà{ŽÚ<ĆàŁâçŁiĞ̀ {şÊ<ÿáł†{ĆãşŞ

ÿàè�†ñãşŞÿjŁÛĞÖ]<ćgŽvŁèÿæ<ÿ°Že]ĆçĆjÖ]<ćgŽvŁè[< <
“They ask you concerning [intercourse during] menses. Say, ‘It is hurtful.’  So 
keep away from wives during the menses, and do not approach them till they 
are clean. And when they become clean, go into them as God has commanded 
you. Indeed God loves the penitent and He loves those who keep clean.”  
(2:222) 
 

]<<<<şÊ<Žð^ÿÛ{ĆŠÖ]<łà{ŽÚ<^{⁄e^ÿjŽÒ<łÜ�ãłé{ş×ÿÂ<ÿÙñ̂ ÿßŁi<łáş_<Žh^ÿjŽÓĞÖ]<ŁØłâş_<şÔ₣Öş̀ łŠÿè<<<<î{ÿ‰çŁÚ<]ç₣Öş̀ {ÿ‰<ł‚{şÏ
<<<<<<<]æŁ„{ÿ~Ći]<ĆÜ{Łm<łÜ{�ãŽÛĞ×₣¿Že<₣íşÏŽÂ^{Ć’Ö]<łÜŁãłiÿ„{ÿ}ş̀ şÊ<ğìÿ†{łãÿq<ÿä)×Ö]<^ÿÞ�…ş_<]ç₣Ö^şÏşÊ<şÔŽÖÿƒ<łàŽÚ<ÿ†ÿfĞÒş_
<<<<<<<^⁄Þ^şŞĞ×{{Ł‰<î{{ÿ‰çŁÚ<^{{ÿßłéÿiaÿæ<şÔ{{ŽÖÿƒ<łà{{ÿÂ<^{{ÿÞłçşËÿÃşÊ<Łl^{{ÿßñéÿfĞÖ]<łÜŁãłiÿð^{{ÿq<^{{ÿÚ<Ž‚{{łÃÿe<łà{{ŽÚ<ÿØ{{łrŽÃĞÖ]

^⁄ßéŽfŁÚ[< <
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“The People of the Book ask you to bring down for them a Book from the 
sky. Certainly they asked Moses for [something] greater than that, for they 
said, ‘Show us God visibly,’ whereat a thunderbolt seized them for their 
wrongdoing. Then they took up the Calf [for worship], after all the manifest 
proofs that had come to them. Yet We excused that, and We gave Moses a 
manifest authority.” (4:153) 
 

]<<<<�|�…]ÿç{{ÿrĞÖ]<łà{{ŽÚ<łÜŁj{{łÛ)×ÿÂ<^{{ÿÚÿæ<Łl^{{ÿfñé)ŞÖ]<łÜ{{₣ÓşÖ<ĆØ{{Žu₣_<łØ{{₣Î<łÜ{{ŁãşÖ<ĆØ{{Žu₣_<]ÿƒ^{{ÿÚ<şÔÿÞç₣Öş̀ {{łŠÿè
<ÿ°Žf{{{{v×şÓŁÚ<<<<łÜ₣Ółé{{{{ş×ÿÂ<ÿàĞÓ{{{{ÿŠłÚş_<^{{{{ĆÛŽÚ<]ç{{{{₣×₣ÓşÊ<Łä{{{{)×Ö]<łÜ{{{{₣ÓÿÛ)×ÿÂ<^{{{{ĆÛŽÚ<ĆàŁãÿÞç{{{{ŁÛv×ÿÃŁi

Žh^ÿŠŽvĞÖ]<ŁÄè�†ÿ‰<ÿä)×Ö]<Ćá�c<ÿä)×Ö]<]ç₣ÏĆi]ÿæ<Žäłéş×ÿÂ<Žä)×Ö]<ÿÜł‰]<]æŁ†₣Òłƒ]ÿæ[< <
“They ask you as to what is lawful to them. Say, ‘All the good things are lawful 
to you.’ As for what you have taught hunting dogs [to catch], teaching them 
out of what God has taught you, eat of what they catch for you and mention 
God’s Name over it, and be wary of God. Indeed God is swift at reckoning.” 
(5:4) 
 

]ÿÂ^ĆŠÖ]<łàÿÂ<şÔÿÞç₣Öş̀ łŠÿè<<<<<^{ÿãŽjĞÎÿçŽÖ<^{ÿãév×ÿrŁè<ş÷<ê{ñeÿ…<ÿ‚{łßŽÂ<^ÿãŁÛĞ×ŽÂ<^ÿÛĆÞ�c<łØ₣Î<^ÿâ^ÿ‰ł†ŁÚ<ÿá^Ćèş_<Ží
<<<<<şÔ{{ĆÞş̀ şÒ<şÔÿÞç₣Öş̀ {{łŠÿè<ğí{{ÿjłÇÿe<)÷�c<łÜ₣ÓéŽiĞ̀ {{ÿi<ş÷<�šł…şù]ÿæ<Žl]ÿæ^ÿÛ{{ĆŠÖ]<ê{{ŽÊ<łk{{ş×₣Ïÿm<ÿç{{Łâ<)÷�c

ŽÓşÖÿæ<Žä)×Ö]<ÿ‚łßŽÂ<^ÿãŁÛĞ×ŽÂ<^ÿÛĆÞ�c<łØ₣Î<^ÿãłßÿÂ<čêŽËÿuÿáçŁÛş×łÃÿè<ş÷<�Œ^ĆßÖ]<ÿ†ÿnĞÒş_<Ćà[< <
“They question you concerning the Hour, when it will set in. Say, ‘Its 
knowledge is only with my Lord: none except Him shall manifest it at its 
time. It will weigh heavy on the heavens and the earth. It will not overtake you 
but suddenly.’ They ask you as if you were in the know of it. Say, ‘Its 
knowledge is only with God, but most people do not know.’” (7:187) 
 

]<ÿl]ÿƒ<]çŁvŽ×{{ł‘ş_ÿæ<ÿä{{)×Ö]<]ç₣ÏĆi^{{şÊ<�Ùç{{Ł‰Ć†Ö]ÿæ<Žä{{)×ŽÖ<ŁÙ^{{şËłÞşù]<łØ{{₣Î<�Ù^{{şËłÞşù]<łà{{ÿÂ<şÔÿÞç₣Öş̀ {{łŠÿè<
ÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÚ<łÜŁjß₣Ò<łá�c<ŁäşÖçŁ‰ÿ…ÿæ<ÿä)×Ö]<]çŁÃéŽ�ş_ÿæ<łÜ₣ÓŽßłéÿe[< <

“They ask you concerning the anfal.  Say, ‘The anfal belong to God and the 
Apostle.’ So be wary of God and settle your differences, and obey God and 
His Apostle, should you be faithful.” (8:1) 
 

]ğøéŽ×şÎ<)÷�c<�ÜĞ×ŽÃĞÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<łÜŁjéŽiæ₣_<^ÿÚÿæ<êñeÿ…<�†łÚş_<łàŽÚ<Ł|æć†Ö]<�Ø₣Î<�|æć†Ö]<�àÿÂ<şÔÿÞç₣Öş̀ łŠÿèÿæ[< <
“They question you concerning the Spirit. Say, ‘The Spirit is of the command 
of my Lord, and you have not been given of the knowledge except a few [of 
you].’” (17:85) 
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The world today, thanks to the various tools of mass 

communication, has been transformed into a global village in 
which the people’s ideologies and thoughts are quickly 

disseminated throughout the world. Due to this, the youth of 

today come across a series of new questions and there is 
nowhere they can turn in order to solve their dilemmas except 

the scholars of the Divine teachings. 

In the hopes of fulfilling the noble goal of guiding the youth 
and providing answers to their questions, a department was 

formed at the ‘Im{m as-Ñ{diq � Teaching and Research 

Institute’ under the banner of the ‘Department of Answering 
the Theological Questions’ in which a group of graduate 

students who have specialized in the Science of Kal{m 

(Theology) have taken it upon themselves to answer the various 
theological questions coming to this organization by keeping in 

mind the horizon of thought of the youth. 

                                                                                                 
]]⁄†ĞÒŽƒ<ŁäłßŽÚ<łÜ₣Ółéş×ÿÂ<ç₣×łiş̀ ÿ‰<łØ₣Î<�àłéÿÞł†şÏĞÖ]<ëŽƒ<łàÿÂ<şÔÿÞç₣Öş̀ łŠÿèÿæ[< <

“They question you concerning Dhul Qarnayn. Say, ‘I will relate to you an 
account of him.’” (18:83) 
 

]<łØ₣ÏşÊ<�Ù^ÿfŽrĞÖ]<łàÿÂ<şÔÿÞç₣Öş̀ łŠÿèÿæ^ğËłŠÿÞ<êñeÿ…<^ÿã₣ËŽŠßÿè[< <
“They question you concerning the mountains. Say, ‘My Lord will scatter 
them [like dust].” (20:105) 
 

]<<<<<<<<<<<<<şíÿÂ^{ĆŠÖ]<ĆØ{ÿÃşÖ<şÔè�…ł‚{Łè<^{ÿÚÿæ<Žä{)×Ö]<ÿ‚{łßŽÂ<^{ÿãŁÛĞ×ŽÂ<^{ÿÛĆÞ�c<łØ{₣Î<ŽíÿÂ^{ĆŠÖ]<łà{ÿÂ<ŁŒ^{ĆßÖ]<şÔ₣Öş̀ łŠÿè
^⁄fè�†şÎ<Łáç₣Óÿi[< <

“The people question you concerning the Hour. Say, ‘Its knowledge is only 
with God.’ What do you know, maybe the Hour is near.” (33:63) 
 

]^ÿâ^ÿ‰ł†ŁÚ<ÿá^Ćèş_<ŽíÿÂ^ĆŠÖ]<�àÿÂ<şÔÿÞç₣Öş̀ łŠÿè[< <
“They ask you concerning the Hour, when it will set in.” (79:42) 
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At this point in time, we are pleased to present a section of the 

questions and answers which have been compiled under the 
auspices of this humble servant and have been researched and 

written by the respected scholar, Àq{ Akbar Asad ÝAl| Zadeh 

and to present this work to the scholars and researchers of the 
community.  

It is our hope that this small step is but an introduction to 

greater leaps and bounds in this field and that All{h, the 
Beneficent, accepts this insignificant service and grants us 

success in being able to fulfill our religious responsibility. 

JaÝfar Subƒ{n| 
2nd of Jum{d| al-Awwal, 1422 AH 

 



  
 

 
 
 

� Wil{yatul Faq|h 
The Governance of the Jurist 

 

 
1. Is the authority of the Jurist 
(Faq|h) absolute or limited? 
Why? 
 
2. Is the Supreme Leader 
(Wal|ul Faq|h) elected to the 
position or is this an 
appointment? 
 
3. Is it obligatory to follow the 
commandments of the 
Supreme Leader (Wal|ul 
Faq|h)? 
 
4. Can the Supreme Leader 
(Wal|ul Faq|h) be criticized? 
 
5. What happens if the 
Supreme Leader (Wal|ul Faq|h) 
makes an error? 

 
 
 
 
 
 





 

1 
The Authority of the Jurist (Faq|h): 
Absolute or Limited? 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Is the authority of the Jurist (Faq|h) absolute or 
limited? Why? 

The authority of the Jurist (Faq|h) is absolute, meaning that the 
Supreme Leader (Wal| al-Faq|h) possesses all of the authority 

which the Noble Prophet � and infallible AÞimmah 	 

possess in relation to the administration of the society. 

In order to better understand this discussion, we must first 

discuss two points: 

The first point is that ‘wil{yat’ or ‘authority’ is of two types – 
‘wil{yat takw|n|’ - the ‘generative authority’, and ‘wil{yat 

tashriÝ|’ - the ‘legislative authority’.  

The ‘generative authority’ – meaning any form of intervention 
in the world of creation – is a right restricted to All{h i alone. 

However, sometimes All{h i grants a portion of this authority 
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to some of His servants and the miracles and super-natural acts 

of the prophets and select-friends (awliy{Þ) of All{h i stem 
from this form of authority. 

The second form, the ‘legislative authority’, refers to the right to 

issue commandments and prohibitions in regards to matters of 
faith and the life of the temporal world. 

When we say that the Noble Prophet � and the AÞimmah 	 

possess ‘wil{yat tashriÝ|’ or the ‘legislative authority’, we mean 
that they have the right, by the permission of All{h i, to 

command and prohibit the people from certain actions. Once 

these individuals (the Prophet � and AÞimmah 	) have 
employed their ‘legislative authority’, it then becomes 

obligatory upon the people to obey them in everything which 

they command (and prohibit). 

We see that the same authority (as that of the Prophet � and 

AÞimmah 	) has also been given to the Jurist, and therefore, 

the meaning of the governance of the Jurist (the wil{yat of the 
Faq|h) is within the boundaries of the ‘wil{yat tashriÝ|’ or the 

‘legislative authority.’  

Therefore, the Jurist also has the right, just as the Noble 
Prophet � and AÞimmah 	 have the canonical right, to 

command and prohibit the people from various actions.8 

The second point which must be noted is that such an 
authority being absolute does not mean that it is unrestrained 

and uncontrolled! It does not mean that the Jurist can work in 

any way which he wishes! 

                                                 
8 Ayatull{h Muƒammad Taq| Mi‚b{ƒ Yazd|, Questions and Answers, vol. 1, 
pg. 59 
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Rather, the meaning of the absolute authority of the Jurist is 

that he has an absolute authority in regards to the enforcement 
of the Isl{mic injunctions. This means that the Jurist and 

Muslim ruler’s absolute authority is limited to the scope of the 

implementation of the rulings – not that he is able to alter the 
Isl{mic commandments! 

In addition, the meaning of the absolute authority in regards to 

the implementation of the rulings is not that the Jurist can put 
the Isl{mic laws into practice in any way he sees fit. Rather, the 

implementation of the Isl{mic laws must be carried out in the 

ways which the sacred teachings have explained that they are to 
be executed.9 

The The The The RRRReason why the eason why the eason why the eason why the AAAAuthority of the uthority of the uthority of the uthority of the JuristJuristJuristJurist    is is is is AAAAbsolutebsolutebsolutebsolute    

The reason why the authority of the Jurist is absolute is that 
during the occultation of Im{m al-Zam{n (may All{h hasten 

his return), since Isl{m must be implemented in all of its 

dimensions and because all of its societal rules must be put in 
place, the Jurist is the custodian of the faith.  

In order to implement all of the Isl{mic commandments, the 

Isl{mic leader must establish a government so that all aspects of 
the Isl{mic regulations - such as the application of the rules of 

retribution, the economic regulations and all other areas of life 

(governed by Isl{m) can be put into action.  

In addition, the Jurist who fulfills all of the conditions to 

implement this system is responsible for putting an end to all 

forms of societal corruptions and deviations for which he is in 
need of the co-operation of the entire society, a central system 

of management and a just and able government. 

                                                 
9 Ayatull{h ÝAbdull{h Jaw{d| Àmul|, Wil{yatul Faq|h, pg. 251 
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In order to regulate the society and implement the various 

Isl{mic regulations, the Muslim leader must be able to appoint 
individuals to maintain the system. He must also be able to 

issue the necessary laws and regulations for the maintenance 

and preservation of the country, protection of the wealth (of 
individuals), safety of the people and the freedom and 

independence of the entire Isl{mic society. Such laws must also 

cover the areas of war and peace – as needed.  

Maintaining local and foreign relations; dispatching border 

patrols to protect the country; appointing the prayer leaders for 

Ñal{tul JumuÝah and Ñal{tul Jam{Ýat; appointing financial 
representatives who would be responsible for collecting the 

zak{t and other forms of wealth [which are due by the people to 

maintain the country] and hundreds of other programs which 
must be implemented, including the various cultural issues, 

economic rights, political and military issues, etc... are all the 

definite responsibility and task of the Jurist!  

Without such responsibilities, it would be impossible to 

implement the complete and comprehensive code of Isl{m and 

correctly manage the Isl{mic society in a way which would earn 
the pleasure of All{h i.10 

In SummaryIn SummaryIn SummaryIn Summary    

From that which we have just mentioned, we conclude that: 

1. The meaning of ‘wil{yat’ or ‘authority’ is the ‘wil{yat 

tashriÝ|’ or ‘legislative authority’. 

2. The absolute authority does not mean that the Jurist 
works unrestrained or with no one overseeing him. 

Rather, it means that he has the absolute authority 

                                                 
10 Ibid., pp. 248 - 249 
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when it comes to the implementation of the Isl{mic 

regulations within the framework of the sacred 
teachings of Isl{m. 

3. Seeing as how the Jurist is responsible for all aspects of 

the faith and its protection during the occultation of 
the infallible Im{m �, he can not achieve his goals 

without having a full authority in the realm of the 

implementation of all of the aspects of Isl{m and the 
best form of management of the Isl{mic society as it 

should be managed and guided. Therefore, this (too) 

points to his absolute authority. 

For more information on thisFor more information on thisFor more information on thisFor more information on this    topictopictopictopic, refer to:, refer to:, refer to:, refer to:    

1. Naqd Quarterly Journal, issue 7, pp. 68 to 69. 

2. Naqd Quarterly Journal, issue 8, pg. 68 onwards. 

 





 
 2 
The Supreme Leader: Elected or 
Appointed? 

Question: Question: Question: Question: Is the Supreme Leader elected to his position or 
appointed to it? 

The position of the Supreme Leader is granted by appointment 
and this can be proven through the logical proofs and also the 

narrated proofs (the QurÞ{n and aƒ{d|th) of which, we shall 

refer to some below. 

A. The Logical ProofsA. The Logical ProofsA. The Logical ProofsA. The Logical Proofs    

Seeing as how the governance of the Jurist is known as a 

continuation of the leadership of the infallible AÞimmah 	 
and since the infallible AÞimmah 	 are guardians (of the 

faith) who have been appointed directly by All{h i, the Jurist 

who fulfills all of the criteria (for being followed) is also one 
who has been appointed by All{h i and the infallible AÞimmah 

	 to the station of the Supreme Leader over the Isl{mic 

society.  
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In regards to this, we state that: Our intellect dictates that a 

person’s felicity is tied to the Divine Laws and on his own, 
mankind is not able to formulate laws which would be without 

defect for his happiness in this life and the next.  

The Divine Laws, which have been conveyed through the perfect 
human being referred to as the prophet of All{h i were given 

to humanity as a gift, and since these laws can not have any 

impact if they are not implemented, and since the 
implementation of such laws can not be carried out error free 

except by one who is infallible, it is for this reason that All{h i 

appointed and sent prophets 	 and then followed this up 
with the infallible AÞimmah 	 as guardians over the Isl{mic 

society and for the implementation of the teachings of the 

faith. 

Since it is inconsistent with the wisdom of All{h i and His 

grace that during the period of occultation of the Im{m of the 

time (may All{h hasten his noble advent) that the Muslims 
would be left without a leader and that the faith and the final 

way of life (Shar|Ýah) would be abandoned without a guardian, 

it is for this reason that the Jurists who fulfill all of the 
requirements (to lead) - who happen to be the closest people to 

the infallible AÞimmah 	 from three angles – their knowledge, 

justice, and ability of management – are therefore recognized as 
the successors to Im{m al-Zam{n (may All{h hasten his noble 

advent).  

Therefore, during the period of the occultation, the Jurists have 
been appointed to be the guardians of the Isl{mic society.  

Thus, it becomes incumbent upon the Muslims and the wise 

people of the society who fully comprehend the issue as it has 
been presented and are not caught up in unruliness and the 

worship of their lower desires and passions, to accept the 
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governance of such worthy individuals. Through this, the 

religion of All{h i will become manifest throughout the entire 
society. 

Therefore, the governance of the Jurist who fulfills all of the 

conditions (for leadership) is just as the rule of the Prophet � 
and the infallible AÞimmah 	. By this we mean that in regards 

to the maintenance of the Isl{mic society, just as the people 

would pledge their allegiance to the Prophet � and the Im{m 
� as the governor who has been appointed by All{h i, and 

would accept the authority of these individuals over them, so 

too during the period of the occultation, the people must also 
pledge their allegiance and give their hand in fealty and follow 

the worthy and rightful representative of Im{m al-ÝA‚r (may 

All{h hasten his noble advent) who has been proclaimed by the 
infallible AÞimmah 	 as the leader.11 

B. The QurB. The QurB. The QurB. The QurÞ{Þ{Þ{Þ{nic Proofsnic Proofsnic Proofsnic Proofs    

The various verses of the Noble QurÞ{n give us a general picture 
of the appointment of the Isl{mic leader (and the Jurist). From 

amongst all of these verses, we narrate the following: 

�<]<^ÿãćèş_<^ÿè<ş�]<]ç{ŁÃéŽ�ş_<]çŁßÿÚa<ÿàèŽ„)ÖŽ�ş_ÿæ<<<<ÿÙç{Ł‰Ć†Ö]<]ç{ŁÃé
ğù]<êŽÖłæ₣_ÿæ<<<{ŽÊ<łÜŁjłÂÿ‡^{ÿßÿi<łá�d{şÊ<łÜ₣ÓłßŽÚ<�†łÚ<<<Łåæć�Ł†{şÊ<žðłê{ÿ�<ê

<Ž�]<î{şÖ�c<<�Ùç{Ł‰Ć†Ö]ÿæ<<<<Ž�^{Že<ÿáç{ŁßŽÚłöŁi<łÜŁj{ß₣Ò<łá�c<<�Ýłç{ÿéĞÖ]ÿæ<
ğøè�æĞ̀ ÿi<ŁàÿŠłuş_ÿæ<fi†łéÿ}<şÔŽÖÿƒ<�†Ž}û]<J<<<<ÿàèŽ„{)Ö]<î{şÖ�c<ÿ†{ÿi<łÜşÖş_

<<łà{{ŽÚ<ÿÙ�̂ {{Þ₣_<^{{ÿÚÿæ<şÔ{{łéşÖ�c<ÿÙ�̂ {{Þ₣_<^{{ÿÛŽe<]ç{{ŁßÿÚa<łÜ{{ŁãĆÞş_<ÿáç{{ŁÛŁÂł̂ ÿè
                                                 
11 Àyatull{h ÝAbdull{h Jaw{d| Àmul|, Wil{yatul Faq|h, Section on Wil{yat of 

the Jurists and ÝAd{lat, pp. 212 to 213. 
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<<<<ł‚{{şÎÿæ<Žlç₣Æ^{{)ŞÖ]<î{{şÖ�c<]çŁÛşÒ^{{ÿvÿjÿè<łáş_<ÿáæŁ‚{{è�†Łè<şÔ{{Ž×łfşÎ
<<<<łÜŁã)×{{Ž–Łè<łáş_<Łá^şŞłé{{Ć�Ö]<Ł‚{{è�†Łèÿæ<Žä{{Že<]æŁ†{{₣ËĞÓÿè<łáş_<]æŁ†{{ŽÚ₣_

]⁄‚éŽÃÿe<ğ÷şøÿ•<J�cÿæÿi<łÜŁãşÖ<ÿØéŽÎ<]ÿƒ<<<₣�]<ÿÙÿ̂ {Þş_<^{ÿÚ<î{şÖ�c<]łçşÖ^ÿÃ<
<<şÔ{{{{łßÿÂ<ÿáæć‚{{{{Ł’ÿè<ÿ°ŽÏŽÊ^{{{{ÿßŁÛĞÖ]<ÿk{{{{łèş_ÿ…<�Ùç{{{{Ł‰Ć†Ö]<î{{{{şÖ�cÿæ

<]⁄�æŁ‚Ł‘�  
“O you who have faith! Obey All{h and obey the 

Apostle and those vested with authority among you. 
And if you dispute concerning anything, refer it to 

All{h and the Apostle, if you have faith in All{h and 

the Last Day. That is better and more favourable in 
outcome. Have you not regarded those who claim that 

they believe in what has been sent down to you, and 

what was sent down before you? They desire to seek the 
judgment of the despot, though they were commanded 

to defy it, and Satan desires to lead them astray into far 

error. And when they are told, ‘Come to what All{h has 
sent down and [come] to the Apostle,’ you see the 

hypocrites keep away from you, aversely.”12 

In these verses, the QurÞ{n expressly orders us to obey All{h i, 
His Messenger � and those who are ‘in authority amongst us’ 

and in times of dispute and differences, rather than referring to 

the despots, we must refer to All{h i and His Messenger �. 
This means that we must be satisfied with the ruling given by 

the book of All{h i and the sunnah of the Prophet �.  

                                                 
12 S}rat al-Nis{ (4), Verses 58 to 61 
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Thus, the responsibility of the Muslims is that they must 

submit to those who are put into authority over them.  

However, are those who are in authority (whom we are to obey) 

the despotic forces? Without a doubt, this is not the case since 

in the verse which follows, this has been forbidden!  

Therefore, the meaning of those who are charged with authority 

from amongst us whose commandments must be followed are 

individuals whose directives are on the same level as those of 
All{h i and His Messenger �: 

�<]<^ÿãćèş_<^ÿèş�]<]çŁÃéŽ�ş_<]çŁßÿÚa<ÿàèŽ„)Ö<ÿÙçŁ‰Ć†Ö]<]çŁÃéŽ�ş_ÿæ<
łÜ₣ÓłßŽÚ<�†łÚşù]<êŽÖłæ₣_ÿæ...� 

“O you who have faith! Obey All{h and obey the 

Apostle and those vested with authority among you...” 

The meaning of ‘those who are charged with authority from 

amongst you’ are those people who follow the QurÞ{n and the 

Sunnah in relation to governance and judgment. 

In the second verse which we wish to look at (as was quoted 

above), we see that All{h i has stated that those who show 

satisfaction with the governance and judgment of the despotic 
forces have actually disbelieved in all of the Divinely revealed 

books!  

If the responsibility of the Muslims is to keep away from and 
struggle against the despotic governments, then it stands to 

reason that it is their responsibility to establish a just 

government and submit themselves to those who order others 
to act according to the QurÞ{n and the Sunnah: 

�<ÿi{{{{{łÞş_<^ÿÚ<î{şÖ�c<]łçşÖ^ÿÃ{{{{{{{{�ÙçŁ‰Ć†Ö]<î{şÖ�c<ÿæ<₣�]<ÿÙÿ̂<JJJ�< <
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“Come to that which All{h has revealed and [come] to 

the Messenger.” 

From this verse, we understand that in the QurÞ{nic 

terminology, a despotic force refers to the person who judges 

contrary to the rulings of the QurÞ{n and the Sunnah of the 
Prophet �. Thus, the only person who is worthy of attaining 

the government is the one who judges by the QurÞ{n and the 

Sunnah! 

Thus, one of the conditions of governance is a deep 

understanding of the Book of All{h i and the Sunnah – and 

this is reserved for the one who is a Jurist.13 

C. The Narrated ProofC. The Narrated ProofC. The Narrated ProofC. The Narrated Proofs [Aƒ{d|th]s [Aƒ{d|th]s [Aƒ{d|th]s [Aƒ{d|th]    

1. There is a long tradition contained in the book Tuƒaf al-
ÝUq}l from Im{m Íusayn b. ÝAl| � in which the Im{m � 
reprimanded the scholars of his time as to why, due to their 

own slackness and differences, they were denied the status of 

leadership. In this tradition, the Im{m � stated: 

ÿæ<ş_łÞŁjłÜ<ş_łÂş¿ŁÜ<ĆßÖ]�Œ^<ŁÚŽ’ÿféğí<ŽÖÿÛ₣Æ< ^Ž×łfŁjłÜ<ÿÂş×łéŽä<ŽÚłà<
ÿÚÿß�‡^�Ù<ĞÖ]ŁÃş×ÿÛŽð^<şÖłç<₣ÒłßŁjłÜ<ÿił�ŁÃŁ†ÿáæ<ÿƒŽÖşÔ<Žeş̀łá<ÿÚÿr�…^ÿë<
]₣ùŁÚ�…ç<ÿæ<şù]łuşÓ�Ý^<ÿÂş×ş_<îłèŽ‚ĞÖ]<ëŁÃş×ÿÛŽð^<ŽeŽ�^<₣ù]ÿÚÿßŽð^<

ÿÂÿu<î×şøŽÖŽä<ÿæ<ÿuÿ†ŽÚ]Žä<şÊş̀łÞŁjŁÜ<]ĞÖÿÛłŠ₣×Łeçÿáç<ŽiĞ×şÔ<ĞÖ]ÿÛłß�̂şÖŽí<
ÿæ<ÿÚŁ‰< ^Ž×łfŁjłÜ<ÿƒŽÖşÔ<�c)÷<ŽeÿjşËć†ŽÎ₣ÓłÜ<ÿÂ�à<ĞÖ]ÿvfl�Ð<ÿæ<

ł}]ŽjşøŽÊ₣ÓłÜ<�»<ćŠÖ]ĆßŽí<ÿełÃÿ‚<ĞÖ]ÿfñéÿßŽí<ĞÖ]ÿçŽ•]ÿvŽíJJJ< <

                                                 
13 ÝAbb{s Yazd{n|, Discussions on Religious Governance, pp. 32 to 34 
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“You are the people at the greatest loss - if you only 

knew - as you subdued the status of scholars, as the 
answers to affairs and religious rulings rest with these 

godly scholars – those who are responsible for (guiding 

you to) the permissible (ƒal{l) and impermissible 
(ƒar{m) as prescribed by All{h. You have not plundered 

that dignity and have not deprived (yourselves) of that 

status except by your swaying from the truth and 
disagreeing with the Sunnah after it has been shown 

clearly. If you would be patient in the face of 

tribulations and would bear whatever has been 
provided, for the sake of All{h - then the commands of 

All{h would come to you, would issue from you and 

would return back to you.” 

2. Isƒ{q b. YaÝq}b wrote a letter to Im{m Wal| al-ÝA‚r � [the 

12th Im{m] and gave it to Muƒammad b. ÝUthm{n, the 

representative of the 12th Im{m to pass it on to the Im{m �. 
In a portion of the reply, Im{m al-Zam{n � wrote the 

following as a response to the questions of Isƒ{q: 

ĆÚş_< ^]ÿçÿvĞÖ< ŁpŽ�]]ÿçĞÖ]çŁÃŽqł…^şÊ< ₣íÿÃŽÎ] ÿãéŽÊÿæÿ…< î{Ö�c< ^<Žì]
ŽnèŽ‚ÿu{{ÿßÿÞş_<ÿæ<łÜ₣Ółéş×ÿÂ<êŽjĆrŁu<łÜŁãĆÞ�dşÊ<^<şíĆrŁu<^]Ž�J< <

“As for those events that will occur in the future, (for 

the answer on how to deal with them), refer to those 
people who narrate our sayings (aƒ{d|th) since surely 

they (the ÝUlam{) are my proof over you and I am the 

proof of All{h.”14 

                                                 
14 Ikm{l al-D|n wa Itm{m al-NiÝm{h, section on the Letters of the 12th Im{m, 

no. 4; Was{Þil ash-Sh|Ýa, vol. 18, section on the Traits of a Islamic Judge, no. 
9. 
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The proofs which we have show us that the challenge which 

Isƒ{q b. YaÝq}b was facing was not in finding a person to 
answer his religious enquiries. He was not a person that did not 

know that answers to the practical laws of Isl{m relating to 

worship and transactions had to be taken from the scholars of 
the traditions of the Infallibles 	! Rather, his hindrance was 

in understanding his responsibility in relation to societal issues 

for which the only way to solve these sorts of challenges was to 
have the judgment of one who had the right of governance 

(over him). 

In this letter, first off we see that the Im{m � orders the 
people to refer to the Jurists; they are then told that they must 

follow such people due to the fact that they are a proof (ƒujjat) 

over them.  

From the general purport of this discussion, it is clear that the 

authority of the Jurist is vast and is at the same scale as the 

authority of the Im{m �.15 

3. ÝUmar b. Ían…alah asked Im{m JaÝfar b. Muƒammad as-

Ñ{diq � a question in regards to two Sh|Ýa, who due to either 

a loan or some inheritance, had gotten into a dispute with one 
another. Were they permitted to refer to the governor or the 

judges of the un-Isl{mic system for a ruling? The text of the 

tradition and the answer of the Im{m � is as follows: 

Ž�]< Ž‚łfÿÂ< ^ÿeş_< ŁkĞÖş̀ ÿ‰ÿÂ<ş×łéŽä<ĆŠÖ]şøŁÝ<<łàŽÚ< �àłéş×Łqÿ…< łàÿÂ
Dàłèÿ�< êŽÊ< ĐíÿÂÿ‡^ÿßŁÚ< ^ÿÛŁãÿßłéÿe< ^ÿßŽe^ÿvł‘ş_<<žp]ÿ�ŽÚ< łæş_

                                                 
15 Refer to Wil{yat-e-Faq|h containing the opinions of Ayatull{h Muƒammad 

Taq| Mi‚b{ƒ Yazd| as compiled by Muƒammad Mahd| N{dir| Qumm|, pp. 
98 and 99. 
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Ö�c<^ÿÛşÒ^ÿvÿjşÊÿ{şÔŽÖÿƒ<ćØŽvÿè<ş_<Žì^ÿ–₣ÏĞÖ]<îşÖ�c<ÿæ<�á^şŞĞ×ćŠÖ]<î[<
ÿÙ^şÎV<Ž�^ÿe< łæş_< �Ðÿu< êŽÊ< łÜ�ãłéşÖ�c< ÿÜşÒ^ÿvÿi< łàÿÚ<^ÿÛĆÞ�dşÊ< DØ

<Ł„Ł}Ğ̀ ÿè<^ÿÛĆÞ�dşÊ<ŁäşÖ< ŁÜ₣Ółvÿè<^ÿÚ<ÿæ<Žlç₣Æ^)ŞÖ]<îşÖ�c< ÿÜşÒ^ÿvÿi
<�ÜĞÓŁvŽe< Łåÿ„ÿ}ş_< ŁäĆÞş̀ ŽÖ< ğ̂jŽe^ÿm< ğ̂�Ïÿu< ÿá^şÒ< łá�c< ÿæ< ğ̂jłvŁ‰
<Łä)×Ö]< ÿÙ^şÎ< ŽäŽe< ÿ†şËĞÓŁè< łáş_< Łä)×Ö]< ÿ†ÿÚş_< ł‚şÎ< ÿæ< Žlç₣Æ^)ŞÖ]

îşÖ^ÿÃÿi< V�]çŁÛşÒ^vÿjÿè< łáş_< ÿáæŁ‚è�†Łè<<ÿæ< Žlç₣Æ^)ŞÖ]< îşÖ�c
Že< ]æŁ†₣ËĞÓÿè< łáş_< ]æŁ†ŽÚ₣_< ł‚şÎŽŽäJ�<ŁkĞ×₣ÎV<<ÿÌłéşÓşÊ

�á^ÿÃÿßł’ÿè[<ÿÙ^şÎV<<łàĆÛŽÚ<łÜ₣ÓłßŽÚ<ÿá^şÒ<łàÿÚ<îşÖ�c<�á]ÿ†₣¿łßÿè
şøÿu< êŽÊ< ÿ†ş¿ÿÞ< ÿæ< ^ÿßÿnèŽ‚ÿu< ïÿæÿ…< ł‚şÎ<ÿæ< ^ÿßŽÚ]ÿ†ÿu< ÿæ< ^ÿßŽÖ

şÊ< ğ̂ÛşÓÿu< ŽäŽe< ]łçÿ•ł†ÿéĞ×şÊ< ^ÿßÿÚ^şÓłuş_< ÿÍÿ†ÿÂ<ł‚şÎ< êñÞ�d
<łÜş×şÊ< ^ÿßŽÛĞÓŁvŽe< ÿÜşÓÿu< ]ÿƒ�dşÊ< ğ̂ÛŽÒ^ÿu< łÜ₣Ółéş×ÿÂ< ŁäŁjĞ×ÿÃÿq
<ÿæ< Ć�ÿ…< ^ÿßłéş×ÿÂ< ÿæ< Žä)×Ö]< �ÜĞÓŁvŽe< ĆÌÿ~ÿjł‰]< ^ÿÛĆÞ�dşÊ< ŁäłßŽÚ< ŁäĞ×ÿfĞÏÿè
<ŽÕł†ñ�Ö]< ñ‚ÿu< îş×ÿÂ< ÿçŁâ< ÿæ< Žä)×Ö]< îş×ÿÂ< ć�]Ć†Ö]< ^ÿßłéş×ÿÂ< ć�]Ć†Ö]

Žä)×Ö^ŽeJ < <
“I asked Ab{ ÝAbdill{h, peace be upon him, about two 

of our people (the Sh|Ýa) who have a dispute amongst 

themselves regarding a loan or an inheritance and seek a 
judgment from the ruler or from (government 

appointed) judges – is this permissible (for them)? He 

said, ‘The one who seeks judgment from them justly or 
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unjustly has sought judgment from the despot and (if 

he takes) that which has been awarded to him, then 
surely he has taken (possession) unlawfully even if it 

may be an established right, because he took it by the 

judgment of a despot whereas All{h has commanded 
that he (the despot) be defied. All{h (Glorious and Free 

from Imperfections is He) says: �They desire to seek 
judgment from a despot, though they were commanded 
to defy it...�” I said, “Then what should they do?” He 

said, “They should wait for one from among them who 

has narrated (traditions) from us, has observed our 
permissible (ƒal{l) and impermissible (ƒar{m), knows 

our rulings and should suffice with his judgment for I 

have made him a judge over you. So if he judges by our 
judgment and it is not accepted, then All{h’s judgment 

has been belittled and he has rejected us - and the one 

who rejects us has rejected All{h and this is the same as 
ascribing partners to All{h.”16 

From this tradition, we can deduce the following three points: 

1. In regards to the portion of the tradition which reads: 

şøÿu< êŽÊ< ÿ†ş¿ÿÞ< ÿæ< ^ÿßÿnèŽ‚ÿu< ïÿæÿ…< ł‚şÎ<ÿæ< ^ÿßŽÚ]ÿ†ÿu< ÿæ< ^ÿßŽÖ
ğ̂ÛşÓÿu<ŽäŽe<]łçÿ•ł†ÿéĞ×şÊ<^ÿßÿÚ^şÓłuş_<ÿÍÿ†ÿÂJJJ<< <

“That person who narrates our tradition and who 
knows our permissible (ƒal{l) and our impermissible 

(ƒar{m) and knows our injunctions...”  

                                                 
16 FuruÝ al-K{f|, vol. 7, pg 412; also refer to the work by Íusain Jaw{n Àr{ste, 

The Sources of Islamic Governance. 
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the Im{m � is, without doubt, referring to the Jurists and 

scholars of the faith of Isl{m since this part of the tradition can 
not be in reference to anyone other than the person who is a 

Faq|h and Mujtahid of the Isl{mic injunctions and religious 

issues. 

2. The second point gathered from this tradition from the 

portion which states: 

JJJşÎł‚<ÿqÿÃĞ×ŁjŁä<ÿÂş×łé₣ÓłÜ<ÿuŽÒ^ğ̂ÛJJJ< <
“...Surely I have placed them as a ruler over you...”  

is a general formula given which actually shows us the ‘reason 

for the ruling’.  

From this we can understand that being in charge of the affairs 
and ruling over the societal issues which will occur in the future 

for which the people will need to refer to the government in 

place must be the undertaking of the Jurist. 

3. The third and final point which we gain from this tradition is 

that the Im{m � has introduced the Faq|h as the authority 

over the people. In addition, the ruling of the Faq|h has been 
equated as being the same as the ruling of the Im{m �. 

As we know, it is obligatory to obey the command of the 

infallible Im{m � and in the same way, the Im{m � himself 
has stated that denying the governance and ruling of the Faq|h 

is equivalent to not accepting the governance of the infallible 

Im{m � and is tantamount to considering his rule as being 
insignificant! This [not obeying the command of the Im{m and 

the Faq|h] is equal to not accepting the ‘legislative governance’ 

of All{h i and is equivalent to associating partners with All{h 
i! 
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For more information on this, refer to:For more information on this, refer to:For more information on this, refer to:For more information on this, refer to:    

1. Wil{yatul Faq|h, Ayatull{h ÝAbdull{h Jaw{d| Àmul|. 

2. The Sources of Islamic Governance, Íusain Jaw{n 

Àr{ste. 

3. A Glance at the Opinions in regards to Wil{yatul Faq|h 
in the writings of Ayatull{h Muƒammad Taq| Mi‚b{ƒ 
Yazd|, compiled by Muƒammad Mahd| N{dir| Qumm|. 



 

3 
The Necessity of Following the 
Orders of the Supreme Leader 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Is it Obligatory to Follow the Orders of the Supreme 
Leader? 

First off, we must mention the following point that: An issue 
which is tied to the management of the affairs of the society – 

for the Prophet �, the infallible Im{m � and also for the 

Jurist - is related to the discussion of the ‘wil{yat tashr|Ý|’ or the 
‘legislative authority’. This is what is referred to in the verse of 

the QurÞ{n which reads: 

�<{Öłæş_<ćêŽfĆßÖş_łÜ�ãŽŠ₣ËłÞş_<łàŽÚ<ÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ^Že<î<JJJ�< <
“The Prophet has a greater authority over the believers 

than they have over their own selves.”17 

In addition, there is a ƒad|th which states: 

                                                 
17 S}ratul Aƒz{b (33), Verse 6 
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Łåş÷łçÿÚ<čêŽ×ÿÂ<]ÿ„ÿãşÊ<Łåş÷łçÿÚ<Łkłß₣Ò<łàÿÚJ< <
“Whosoever I am his master, this ÝAl| is also his master 

(and authority).” 

At this juncture, this verse and ƒadith form the basis of our 

discussion. 

Therefore, the ‘legislative authority’ refers to the ‘judicial 
authority’. This means that a person can and has the right to, 

through the establishment and formation of laws and their 

implementation, intervene in the lives of the people and the 
society while others are obliged to submit to such an individual 

and follow his laws. 

The meaning of: 

�<łÜ�ãŽŠ₣ËłÞş_<łàŽÚ<ÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ^Že<î{Öłæş_<ćêŽfĆßÖş_<JJJ�< <
“The Prophet has a greater authority over the believers 

than they have over their own selves.”18 

is that when the Prophet � decides on an issue for an 

individual Muslim or for the entire Isl{mic society, it is 

obligatory to follow that decision. In addition, any resolution 
which the people would make in relation to themselves or the 

entire society would be superseded by the decision of the 

Prophet �! 

In other words, the society is in need of one powerful point of 

reference for which, in the face of societal issues, this focal-

point would have the right and power to speak the final word 
and in the verse of the QurÞ{n quoted above, All{h i has 

clearly identified the central point on the pyramid of authority. 

                                                 
18 Ibid. 
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Therefore, the ‘Guardianship of the Jurist’ is not in the 

meaning of the mere guardianship over the mental challenged 
or simple minded people [since such individuals do not have 

ability to maintain themselves and conduct their own lives, they 

are in need of an authority and assistant]. Rather, it is our belief 
that the Jurist has the right of possession (of the property of 

others); right of formulating religious laws and societal 

regulations; passing rulings and the execution of the laws in 
relation to the administration of the affairs of the society and 

the societal issues. Therefore, we must place him ahead of all 

others while all other people are bound with the responsibility 
of observing this right and obeying his decisions, commands 

and laws. 

It is for this reason that we state that according to the verse: 

�<łÜ�ãŽŠ₣ËłÞş_<łàŽÚ<ÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ^Že<î{Öłæş_<ćêŽfĆßÖş_<JJJ�< <
“The Prophet has a greater authority over the believers 

than they have over their own selves.”19 

if the Prophet � was to order a person to go to the battlefield 

and even if that person did not want to go, he would be 

obligated to obey the order of the Prophet �!  

Or if, for example, a person had given his khums (20% savings 

tax) and zak{t (various religious tithes which have been 

explained in the detailed books of Islamic jurisprudence) and 
had no other compulsory financial obligations resting upon 

him, however if the Prophet � was to order him to give a 

certain amount of money towards the war [or any other cause], 
then that person would be obligated to give that money! He 

would not have the right to object since his (the Prophet’s �) 

                                                 
19 Ibid. 
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ruling is as the ruling of All{h i and as we know, when it 

comes to the rule of All{h i, there are no ifs, ands or buts! 

The late Im{m Khumayn| 
 had given the following example 

in his lessons on many occasions that:  

“If the Isl{mic authority was to tell me to give my ÝAb{ 
(cloak), then I must give it to him. When the best 

interest of the Isl{mic society would have demanded it, 

the Jurist who is in authority must have discerned that 
he had a need for my ÝAb{ and thus, if he was to ask me 

for it, I would be obliged to obey him and hand it 

over.”  

This is the true meaning of the ‘Governance of the Jurist’ which 

has matured and set into our culture.  

Until recent, there were no doubts in regards to this issue. 
Indeed, every single man and woman - young and old - villager 

or city dweller - knew this definition and accepted it. 

In addition, there are also various proofs in regards to this 
authority, of which the most well-known is the ‘Tobacco ruling’ 

case and the verdict (ƒukm) which was laid down by the late 

M|rz{ Sh|r{z|.  

During the era of M|rz{ Sh|r{z|, all of the Sh|Ýa firmly believed 

that the ÝUlam{ and the Mujtahid|n were sitting in the seat of 

authority which ultimately belongs to Im{m al-Zam{n �. 
Thus, if the one in the place of the Im{m � was to order 

something, his commands would be obeyed.  

It is for this reason that when the late M|rz{ Sh|r{z| stated that: 
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<Ý^Ú]< ^e< kËÖ^§< æ< Ý]†u< çÒ^fßi< Ù^ÛÃj‰]< ÝçéÖ]
<á^Ú‡EÝøŠÖ]<äé×Â<Dk‰]J< <

“From today, the use of tobacco is forbidden (ƒar{m) 

and is akin to going against Im{m al-Zam{n (peace be 

upon him).” 

all of the hookah machines were destroyed! Even the wife of 

N{‚ir al-D|n Sh{h (the ruler of Iran at that time) took the 

hookah pipe and threw it, breaking it!  

It did not come into anyone’s mind at how it was possible that 

tobacco usage, which up until the day before this ruling was 

issued was permissible and was not problematic was now 
forbidden!? Is it possible for the permissible (ƒal{l) and 

impermissible (ƒar{m) of All{h i to change like this??  

Rather, everyone – including the scholars, Mar{Ýja and those 
who had the right to issue legal rulings (fat{w{) all realized that 

they were bound by the ruling and that they had to follow the 

verdict of M|rz{ Sh|r{z|! 

In any case, when the principle of the ‘Governance of the Jurist’ 

is proven using the logical and narrated proofs, then without 

doubt, the next rational step is complete obedience of (the one 
who is in) that position. 

For more information on this, refer to:For more information on this, refer to:For more information on this, refer to:For more information on this, refer to:    

1. The Governance of the Jurist: The Governance of the 
Jurisprudence and Justice by Ayatull{h ÝAbdull{h 

Jaw{d| Àmul| 

2. A Glance at the Theory of the Governance of the Jurist 
Ayatull{h Muƒammad Taq| Mi‚b{ƒ Yazd| 
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3. Naqd Quarterly Journal, Issue 7  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

4 
Criticizing the Supreme Leader 

Question: Question: Question: Question: Can the Supreme Leader be criticized? Who has the 
right to do this and under what conditions can he do this? 

It is permissible to criticize the Supreme Leader, however in 
doing so, the following points must be observed: 

1. Isl{mic etiquette must be observed at the time of criticizing 

and in this regards, the Supreme Leader is the same as all other 
believers.  

It must be noted that the conditions of criticizing include the 

following: 

a. Before criticism, the original subject matter, defect or 

shortcoming must be definite. This means that it must 

not be based on rumor or information which can not 
be relied upon. It must also not be based upon one’s 

supposition and without any sort of research such that 

something is unjustly attributed to an individual and is 
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then used to bring about objections and criticism upon 

him. 

b. The criticism must be done in order to bring about a 

reformation and improvement – not that one becomes 

a fault picker and one who seeks to disgrace people. 

c. The criticism must be done because one feels 

sympathy and consideration for the other party and not 

because he wishes to be thought of as being greater than 
the other person. 

d. The criticism must be done with no insult or abuse. 

Rather, it must be carried out with complete etiquette 
and by observing the status which the person holds. In 

reality, such criticism must be presented to the 

individual as a gift. 

Im{m JaÝfar b. Muƒammad as-Ñ{diq � has said: 

<łàÿÚ<Ćê{şÖ�c<êŽÞ]ÿçł}�c<ćgÿuş_êŽeçŁéŁÂ<Ćê{şÖ�c<ïÿ‚łâş_J   

“My most beloved brother to me is the one who offers 

me my shortcomings as a gift.”20 

In addition to what was mentioned above in regards to a 

respected individual (and how he should be treated) – especially 

the leader of the Isl{mic system, there are also other issues 
which must be kept in mind.  

Certainly there is clear difference when it comes to a person 

criticizing his friend; a wife censuring her husband; a child 
pointing out the slips of his father or a student noting the 

errors of his teacher, than there is in criticizing a religious 

leader and authority.  

                                                 
20 Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, vol. 78, pg. 249, no. 108, sec. 23 
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The child and a student both owe a certain level of respect to 

their father and teacher, however above these people is the 
respect and honor which the Im{m � and his representative 

deserve. 

3. The third point in regards to criticizing the Supreme Leader 
is that one must keep the enemies (of Islam) in mind. 

Criticizing the Supreme Leader must be planned out with 

intelligence so that the enemies do not make ill use of such a 
thing.  

Seeing as how it is necessary to observe this point when it comes 

to criticizing the Supreme Leader, we see that there is a 
commission referred to as the ‘Assembly of Experts’ whose task 

is to oversee the actions of the Supreme Leader and when 

necessary, inform him of their review (of him). In fact, this 
group of investigators was put into place by the advice of the 

Supreme Leader himself! 

The The The The BBBBest est est est WWWWay to ay to ay to ay to AAAAppraiseppraiseppraiseppraise    the Supreme Leaderthe Supreme Leaderthe Supreme Leaderthe Supreme Leader    

In our opinion, in order to comply with the mentioned 

principles, the best path to follow in airing one’s criticisms is to 

write a letter to the Secretary General of The Assembly of 
Experts for the Supreme Leadership [Majlis-e-Khubrag{n-e-

Rahbar|] explaining the issue at hand.  

Criticizing others in the establishment (the Parliament, Judicial 
System, etc...) has been mentioned in principle number 90 of 

the constitution of the Isl{mic Republic of Iran which reads: 

“Whoever has a complaint concerning the work of the 
Assembly, executive power or the judicial power can 

forward his complaint in writing to the Assembly. The 

Assembly must investigate his complaint and give a 
satisfactory reply. In cases where the complaint relates 
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to the executive or the judiciary, the Assembly must 

demand proper investigation in the matter and an 
adequate explanation from them, and announce the 

results within a reasonable time. In cases where the 

subject of the complaint is of public interest, the reply 
must be made public.” 

 

 



 

5 
The Possibility of Error on the 
part of the Supreme Leader 

Question: Question: Question: Question: What happens if the Supreme Leader makes a 
mistake? 

In the event that it is confirmed that the Supreme Leader has 
made a mistake, he can be appraised of it, since: 

1. According to our religious beliefs, it is only the prophets 	, 

Sayyida Zahr{ � and the twelve AÞimmah � who are 
infallible. Therefore, no one else can claim that there is no 

possibility of the Supreme Leader making a mistake in his 

actions or his opinions! There is a possibility of error and 
mistake in the Supreme Leader and it is possible that others 

may notice it.21 

                                                 
21 Ayatull{h Muƒammad Taq| Mi‚b{ƒ Yazd|, Questions and Answers, vol. 1, 

pg. 69, question 11. 
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2. In the Isl{mic system and governance of the religion, each 

and every person is responsible and answerable to the laws laid 
down. 

3. The principle of Amr bil MaÝr}f wa Nah| Ýanil Munkar or 

‘enjoining the good and forbidding from the evil’ is a 
responsibility of every person - even the Jurist who fulfills all of 

the requirements (of being followed) – including the Supreme 

Leader! This responsibility (general supervision and that of 
commanding to good and forbidding from evil) is obligatory 

upon the people.22 Therefore, based on this, we are permitted to 

appraise the Supreme Leader if he makes a mistake. 

According to the teachings of the faith, one of the rights of the 

leader which he has over the people is the necessity to show 

sympathy and wish the best for him (the leader). This right has 
been mentioned under the heading of ‘Admonishment to the 

Leaders of the Muslims’ (°Û×Š¹]< íÛñù< íév’ßÖ]) in the books of 
aƒ{d|th.23 However it should be noted that the meaning of 
‘admonishment’ as is mentioned does not refer to counsel and 

advice. Rather, it means to have sympathy and wish the best for 

the leaders of Isl{m.  

Therefore, not only is the act of appraising the Supreme Leader 

permissible, rather it is a religious obligation which rests upon 

the Muslims and the interests and benefits of a person or group 
of people must not get in the way of enacting this obligation.24 

� 

 

                                                 
22 Ayatull{h ÝAbdull{h Jaw{d| Amul|, The Governance of the Jurist: 

Governance of Jurisprudence and Justice, pg. 496. 
23 Nahjul Bal{gha, sermon 34 
24 Ayatull{h Muƒammad Taq| Mi‚b{ƒ Yazd|, Questions and Answers, vol. 1, 

pg. 69. 
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Governance of a             
Jurist and Jurisprudence 

Question:Question:Question:Question: What is the relationship between ‘Governance of a 

Jurist’ (Wil{yat al-Faq|h) and authority in Jurisprudence 

(MarjaÝiyyat)? 

Brief Answer 

Wil{yat is a part of marjaÝiyyat in the culture of the Sh|Ýa. The 

great mar{j|Ý not only guide people with respect to the divine 
Law, but they also lead people in the particular problems of 

society - even judging between people in particular matters and 

domestic disputes. But if we separate the two matters and 
associate the former with marjaÝiyyat then a number of 

questions arise:   

1. Is it permissible to separate marjaÝiyyat and wil{yat? 

2. If we suppose that it is permissible, then is it possible to have 

multiple mar{Ýji and leaders? 

3. If it is possible to separate the marjiÝ and the leader, is it 
possible to follow other than the leader in rules relating to 

society and the individual? 

                                                 
25 This final section has been extracted from the book, Faith and Reason, 

published by the Islamic Education Board of the World Federation of 
KSIMC. This work can be read in its entirety and also purchased from 
www.worldwww.worldwww.worldwww.world----federation.org/iebfederation.org/iebfederation.org/iebfederation.org/ieb or ieb.worldieb.worldieb.worldieb.world----federation.orgfederation.orgfederation.orgfederation.org.  
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The answers to the aforementioned questions are as follows: 

The reason that the jurisprudent is an authority in matters of 
the law is because of his specialization in jurisprudence and his 

power to derive the rules of All{h i from their sources while 

the reason that a leader is what he is, is because aside from the 
above mentioned qualities, he has the ability to manage society 

according to the principles and values of Isl{m. It is because of 

this fact that it becomes possible for a person to be chosen as a 
leader due not so much to his aptitude in jurisprudence as 

much as to his better management skills.  

In lieu of this reality, the separation of the offices of the marjiÝ 
and the leader becomes a reasonable, and in some instances, a 

necessary expedient.  

In principle, leadership is confined to a single person, whereas 
the marjaÝiyyat is applicable to numerous individuals. But the 

possibility for the reverse situation also holds; just as does the 

possibility that the two offices should be combined in a single 
individual. Since following the orders of the leader is obligatory 

upon all people - including other jurisprudents - and it is 

forbidden to disobey his orders, hence it is not possible for 
people to follow other than the leader in matters related to the 

social order and the running of society.  

What was said above regarding the authority of the jurisprudent 
was in reference to the individual order and to matters of a 

personal nature; it is in these matters that people can follow 

other than the leader.  

Detailed Answer 

The Noble Prophet � of Islam had three mandates: 

1. To propagate All{h’s i message; teaching the laws of religion 
and guiding the people; 
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2. To judge between people when they differed; 

3. To lead and manage society. 

All of these qualities and functions exist for the jurisprudents 

in the time of the occultation of the Im{m �. They too have 

three functions: 

1. Acting as judges and resolving disputes that arise between 

people; 

2. Giving edicts in law and expounding the general rules of the 
Divine law for the people. This can be considered a type of 

guidance of the people; 

3. Leadership. 

Wil{yat is a part of marjaÝiyyat in the culture of the Sh|Ýa. The 

great mar{jiÝ not only guide people with respect to the divine 

Law, but they also lead people in the particular problems of 
society - even judging between people in particular matters and 

domestic disputes. But if we separate the two matters and 

associate the former with marjaÝiyyat then a number of 
questions arise:   

1. Is it permissible to separate marjaÝiyyat and wil{yat? In other 

words is it possible that one individual is the one people refer 
to in the general matters of the law while another person is the 

leader of the Islamic nation? 

2. If we suppose that it is permissible, then is it possible to have 
multiple mar{jiÝ and leaders? Is there a difference between them 

in this regard? 

3. If it be possible to separate the marjiÝ and the leader, is it 
possible to follow other than the leader in rules relating to 

society and the individual? 
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Before we answer the aforementioned questions it is necessary 

for us to give a brief explanation of the “edict” that the leader 
issues.  

When the jurisprudent refers to the religious sources in order to 

obtain the general rule of All{h i regarding a certain problem 
and uses the special techniques that exist for obtaining the rules 

of the Law, it is called giving an edict or ‘fatwa’. When the 

leader pays attention to the general rules of All{h i, the various 
systems in Islam, and the conditions of the time, and according 

to these delineates a person’s or a specific group’s responsibility 

with regards to a certain matter, this is called giving an order or 
a ‘ƒukm’. In doing this, he not only pays attention to the 

general rules of Isl{m and the lofty aspirations of the religion, 

but also to the specific conditions that exist in that time. As 
long as those conditions exist, the order issued by him or his 

representative is binding. Of course from the point of view of 

the law, the rules of All{h i and the edicts of the jurisprudent 
who has all the necessary qualifications are also binding, just 

like the rulings of the leader, but with this difference that the 

jurist’s rulings are binding on him and his followers only, while 
everyone must follow the orders of the leader.  

With this in mind we will now answer the first question, in 

other words the separation of the marjaÝiyyat and the leader. 
According to the logic of the ‘leadership of the jurisprudent’ 

and its proofs, the jurisprudent takes upon himself the 

management of society and in accordance with the values of 
Isl{m, he takes on the responsibility of leadership. But 

marjaÝiyyat means simply to issue an edict and is a completely 

different matter.  

In order to understand marjaÝiyyat it is necessary to explain 

taql|d first. 
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In the Persian language, taql|d means to follow someone 

without a proof. Taql|d in the parlance of jurisprudence means 
that someone follows a specialist in a specific matter that is in 

line with his specialty. The first meaning is considered bad in 

the eyes of all sane people, but the second is totally sound and 
accepted by them. The most important proof as to the 

permissibility of taql|d lies in the fact that the person who is 

not a specialist in a particular field must refer to the specialist 
of that field. All of the proofs that are contained in the 

traditions and verses of the QurÞ{n regarding taql|d point to 

this very fact. Like for example the verse that says: 

�<<łÜ�ãłéşÖ�c< êŽuçŁÞ< ğ÷^ÿq�…< )÷�c< şÔŽ×łfşÎ< łàŽÚ< ^ÿßĞ×ÿ‰ł…ş_< ^ÿÚÿæ
<ÿáçŁÛş×łÃÿi<ş÷<łÜŁjłß₣Ò<łá�c<�†ĞÒflŽ„Ö]<ÿØłâş_<]ç₣Öş̀ ł‰^şÊ� 

“We did not send [any apostles] before you except as 

men to whom We revealed—ask the People of the 

Reminder if you do not know.”26 

With this explanation it becomes clear that the reason that the 

jurisprudent is an authority in matters of the law is because of 

his specialization in jurisprudence and his power to derive the 
rules of All{h i from their sources while the reason that a 

leader is what he is, is because aside from the aforementioned 

qualities, he has the ability to manage society according to the 
principles and values of Islam.  

It is because of this that it becomes possible for a person to be 

chosen as a leader due not so much to his aptitude in 
jurisprudence as much as to his better management skills.  

                                                 
26 S}rat al-Naƒl, (16), verse 43 
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In lieu of this reality, the separation of the offices of the marjiÝ 

and the leader becomes a reasonable, and in some instances, 
necessary expedient.  

With regards to the second question (i.e. whether the leadership 

and the marjaÝiyyat is confined to one person or is open to 
more than one person) and assuming that a separation of the 

two is possible, we must remember that when someone refers to 

the marjiÝ he does so because the marjiÝ is a specialist in the 
field of law and the one who refers, is not. This being the case, 

it is possible that there be numerous specialists in society. 

Moreover, this is something that is to be sought after so that 
everyone can refer to them with ease and obtain their rulings.  

But the leadership of society, because it is tied up with the order 

of society and because the multiplicity of centres of decision 
making would cause a disturbance–since it is necessary for 

everyone to follow the leader in his rulings–dictate that the 

leader be one. This is especially true because according to Islam 
there is only one nation of Islam. Of course it is possible that 

specific conditions dictate that specific areas have their own 

leaders, but all of these leaders should cooperate with one 
another. But it is not necessary that various jurisprudents issue 

one edict in order that society not be disturbed. Rather, every 

jurisprudent issues his edict according to his judgment and the 
general rules of deriving the laws from their sources. 

In principle, leadership is confined to a single person, whereas 

the marjaÝiyyat is applicable to numerous individuals. But the 
possibility for the reverse situation also holds true. 

As to the third question (i.e. the possibility of following 

someone other that the leader in all matters) we must not loose 
sight of the fact that when the leader issues an order or a ruling 

he looks at all aspects of the situation from the perspective of 
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the various systems and realms within Islam, and after such an 

appraisal and due to his position it is his opinion which has the 
final say.  

If it were permissible for people to follow other than the leader 

in all matters, while the orders of the leader remain binding 
upon them, then in certain cases this would lead to a serious 

problem. In other words, it is possible that in a specific matter 

of social order the leader could issue an edict and say that if my 
ruling was other than this I would have said so, while on the 

other hand the marjiÝ of the people could issue a ruling other 

than his. In this situation how can we expect the people to 
follow the edict of the ruler?  

It is with regards to this problem that it seems necessary that 

people do not follow other than the leader in social and state 
matters, since to disobey his order is forbidden according to all 

the jurisprudents. Therefore what was said above regarding the 

authority of the jurisprudent and marjiÝ was in reference to the 
individual order and to matters of a personal nature; it is in 

these matters that people can follow other than the leader. � 
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